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Abstract—Effective techniques for extending lifetime in multi-
hop wireless sensor networks (WSNs) include duty cycling
and more recently introduced cooperative transmission range
extension. However a scalable MAC protocol has not been
presented that combines both. In this study, we present a new
scheduling cooperative MAC protocol (SCT-MAC) for the multi-
hop wireless sensor network, which introduces distributed duty-
cycle scheduling and enables nodes to wake up on demand in
the data period. The protocol provides a wake-up rendezvous for
cooperators to reach a CT agreement and reduces contention over
adjacent flows, and the on-demand wake-up further reduces idle
listening in the data period. We compare SCT-MAC with DW-
MAC using NS-2 simulation, and show that SCT-MAC improves
the network lifetime by approximately 100%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) usually consist of a vast

number of integrated system-on-chip devices (nodes) that are

powered by batteries and equipped with less capable micro-

controllers and limited memory. It is desirable that the network

operates unattended for a long period of time, especially when

deployed in human-prohibited domains. Therefore, longevity

of the network is among the paramount considerations when

designing medium access control (MAC) protocols.

In general, network longevity can be achieved from two

strategies: energy conservation and energy balancing. Duty

cycle MAC is an energy conserving mechanism that alternates

each node between active and sleep modes by turning the radio

on and off periodically. Nodes are allowed to transmit and

receive data in the active period, and are mandated to turn

off the radio in the sleep period to save energy substantially.

Duty cycle MAC protocols fall mainly into two categories:

synchronous and asynchronous protocols. These protocols are

intended to reduce idle listening, which is the case that nodes

listen to the channel while there are no incoming packets at

all. Synchronous protocols such as S-MAC [1] and DW-MAC

[2] align nodes to wake up and sleep at the same time so that

they listen only during active period. However, besides needing

extra energy for achieving precise synchronization, packets

usually suffer significant delay as they need multiple cycles

to reach the destination. On the other hand, asynchronous

protocols, such as B-MAC [3] and X-MAC [4], allow nodes to

maintain active-sleep schedules independently; these protocols

rely on low power listening, which requires a long preamble

to be appended before each data transmission, which is not

energy efficient. Also the channel utilization efficiency is low

as the channel is excessively occupied by the preamble pre-

venting neighboring nodes to transmit. RI-MAC [5] switches

the burden of the sender to the the receiver, which transmits a

packet upon waking up, to poll the senders. However, senders

still need to stay awake to listen for the polling packet.

Although these duty cycle MAC protocols are effective at

energy conservation in terms of saving energy for individual

nodes, they do not balance energy in multi-hop WSNs. In

particular, they do not solve the energy hole problem, which

occurs when the few nodes near the sink die early because they

must relay packets from the rest of the network. Cooperative

transmission (CT), when used for range extension, was shown

in [6] to overcome the energy hole problem. CT achieves

an SNR advantage at a receiver by combining multiple in-

dependently faded copies of the packet [7] [8]. CT schemes

can be divided into coherent beam-forming, concurrent CT

(CCT), and time-division CT (TDCT) [8]. The SNR advantage

from CCT is used in [6] to extend the transmission range. An

advantage of TDCT is that the interference range of the CT

is no larger than a non-CT of the same transmit power. We

assume TDCT in this paper. In the Residual-Energy-Activated

Cooperative Transmission (REACT) protocol introduced in

[6], a node on the primary route, instead of forwarding the

packet to the next-hop node that has lower residual energy,

can transmit to the sink directly by recruiting cooperators, and

therefore the bottleneck nodes in the network are protected.

While REACT significantly increases WSN lifetime, it does

not include duty cycling or the overhead of a MAC protocol.

Previous research on cooperative MAC protcols such as

COOP-MAC [9] and CD-MAC [10] use cooperation to in-

crease throughput or enhance system robustness, however

energy consumption is not evaluated. While LC-MAC [11]

demonstrates energy efficiency of cooperative diversity, neither

is the network lifetime presented nor is the energy hole

problem alleviated. Moreover, none of these protocols consider

duty cycling, and they assume that the source, cooperators and

the destination are in one collision domain (i.e., they are within

transmission range of each other). Our work is distinguished

from previous protocols by considering duty cycle operation

along with range extension through cooperative diversity, with

the ultimate goal to extend network longevity. CDC-MAC [12]

is mostly related to our work as it also considers CT in a duty

cycle context, however it addresses only the two-hop network

and lacks scalability to the multi-hop network.
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Figure 1: An illustrative 2-hop topology

A. Contributions of our work

In this paper, we provide a systematic solution to enable

cooperative transmission in a duty-cycle multi-hop WSN.

A simple duty cycle scheduling algorithm is proposed to

establish a semi-synchronized network on the fly, and to

provide the wake-up rendezvous for cooperators to reach a

CT agreement. The staggered nature of the scheduling also

alleviates channel contention and collisions while reducing

end-to-end latency. A scheduling cooperative MAC protocol

(SCT-MAC) is designed in this context to prolong network

lifetime using cooperative diversity. We introduce a seamless

contention and transmission scheduling scheme in SCT-MAC

to support both direct transmission and dynamic cooperative

transmission. The protocol is evaluated for random networks

with 50 nodes using NS-2. The rest of the paper is organized

as follows. In Section II, we give the network system overview.

Section III presents the detailed design of SCT-MAC protocol.

Section IV demonstrates results from the NS-2 simulation. We

conclude the paper in Section V.

II. DISTRIBUTED DUTY CYCLE SCHEDULING

In this section we describe the network model and the

proposed duty cycle scheduling algorithm.

In WSNs, data gathering from sensor nodes to one or

more sink nodes is seen in numerous applications such as

environmental monitoring, industrial monitoring, asset track-

ing and intrusion detection. A data gathering tree is formed

by routing protocols. Such protocols include the emerging

IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low Power and Lossy Networks

(RPL) [13], which is currently under development by the

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) for low power and

lossy networks (LLN). In such a converge-cast tree, we call

nodes that have no children the leaf nodes, and nodes that

have at least one child the parent nodes. Although routes may

change during network operation, we assume a primary route

that is durable for a reasonable length of time.

In SCT-MAC, we use the concept of superframe that is

bounded by network beacons sent by parent nodes, same as in

IEEE 802.15.4 beacon mode. The beacon interval comprises

an active period (superframe) and a sleep period. The lengths

of the beacon interval and the superframe are defined as:

BI = aBaseSuperframeDuration× 2BO (1)

SD = aBaseSuperframeDuration× 2SO (2)

where BO and SO are the beacon order and the superframe

order, respectively.

We require that each parent node should transmit beacons

periodically to delimit its own superframe and deliver the

residual energy information. We assume that one-hop and two-

hop neighbors can interfere. Similar to [14], we assign the

superframe of interfering parent nodes in the sleep period of

each other, so that beacon and data transmission are collision

free over adjacent flows. For example in Fig. 1, the beacons

of Nodes B and C if sharing the same schedule would

collide at an intermediate node, such as A. All the leaf nodes

upon joining the network follow the schedule of their parent

nodes. The available number of time slots is determined by

Ns = 2BO/SO. Here BO and SO can be adjusted to fit for

different network densities and traffic loads.

The network initialization is triggered at the sink. Each

node around the sink first retrieves the time slots that have

already been occupied by interfering parent nodes, and then

selects a free slot based on the collected information. After

that, a beacon is transmitted for the scheduling procedure to

propagate over the rest of the network. Instead of randomly

selecting a superframe slot, the active schedule slots of nodes

on the path towards the sink are arranged in a cyclic increasing

order within [1, Ns], as shown in Alg. 1. To adapt for dynamic

topology variation, a fixed broadcast slot with sufficient dura-

tion can be inserted periodically for beacon packets exchange.

Algorithm 1: Superframe scheduling

1 input:
2 pt = Direct parent of Node t
3 It = Interfering parent set of Node t
4 Sa = {s ∈ [1, Ns] : s �= si ∀ i ∈ It, si is the schedule of Node i}
5 output: st
6 begin
7 Sd

a ← sort Sa in descending order

8 for s ∈ Sd
a do

9 if s < spt then st ← s, break ;

10 if s = minSd
a then

11 st ← maxSd
a ;

12 end
13 end
14 return st
15 end

III. THE PROPOSED SCT-MAC PROTOCOL

A. Overview

In this section, we present the details of the proposed

SCT-MAC Protocol. The SCT-MAC is a semi-synchronized

duty cycle MAC protocol, where each node maintains a brief

wakeup at the start of the superframe of its direct parent and

two-hop parent node. We denote the two wakeups as Sched1
and Sched2. The superframe duration is divided into two

periods: Scheduling and Data. We denote the duration of each

period by TSch and TData, respectively. The main idea of

SCT-MAC is to wake up nodes on demand during the data

period, to support both direct transmission and cooperative

transmission, which would otherwise be a mandatory active

period as specified in IEEE 802.15.4. Different with DW-

MAC, in which the sleep period is used to transmit and receive

data, we keep the whole sleep period inactive. The reason

comes from the intrinsic staggered beacon schedules.
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Figure 2: One-to-one Mapping for Non-CT Transmission

Fig. 1 shows a two-hop multi-hop wireless network where

the solid lines represent the routes toward a remote sink. A

node talks to its direct parent (using non-CT) or the two-

hop parent (using CT) in their scheduled active period; thus

neighboring nodes can communicate even they have different

schedules. For example, Node B and Node C can transmit to

Node A during A’s active period using non-CT, while Node

D and Node E can transmit to Node A during A’s active

period using cooperative transmission. Unlike S-MAC where

the latency could be as long as multiple duty cycles, the nature

of the distributed beacon scheduling in our scheme enables

multiple superframe allocation in a single beacon interval, thus

ensuring lower latency.

As stated above, during the superframe of a receiving node,

two types of incoming traffic are anticipated: the non-CT

transmission from one-hop children and the CT transmission

from two-hop children. To avoid collisions, these two types of

traffic must contend for the channel. Note that in CT scenario,

the source node and the helper are able to talk to the two-hop

away receiver if and only if they transmit in a cooperative

manner. In contrast, many existing works on CT assume the

one-hop contention scenario in which the source, helper and

destination are in one collision domain. Instead we address

the contention scenario that involves both one-hop non-CT

and two-hop CT, which we refer to as two-hop contention.

We propose a seamless contention and scheduling scheme to

support both one-hop non-CT and two-hop CT transmissions.

As IEEE 802.15.4 does not use virtual carrier avoidance

(RTS/CTS), we introduce short scheduling frames (SF) in the

scheduling period, similar to DW-MAC. The time at which

the pending packet will be transmitted in the data period, is

specified by the SF sent from the receiver, which contains the

number of transmissions that have already been reserved in

the following data period. It is noted that the receiver has the

knowledge of the number of non-CT and CT transmissions that

have been scheduled, from the SF exchange with the senders.

B. Non-CT and CT transmission

In this section, we discuss protocol details using the network

of Fig. 1.

1) Non-CT case: When Node B has a pending packet for

A, it first contends for channel access and transmits a SF

during the scheduling period. As illustrated in Fig. 2, A after

receiving, sends to B a SF which includes the number of

non-CTs and CTs that have already been reserved, denoted

as Nnon−CT and NCT , respectively. Both A and B determine
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Figure 3: Cooperative Range Extension Case

the corresponding wakeup time instance TWakeup from the

beginning of the subsequent Data period, according to:

TWakeup = Tnon−CT ×Nnon−CT + TCT ×NCT (3)

where, Tnon−CT = TPkt + TAck + SIFS and TCT =
2TPkt+2TAck+3SIFS. It is easy to see that for a particular

receiver, no schedule conflicts will occur during the subsequent

data period, and so data collision from different transmitters is

avoided. When both A and B wake up at the scheduled time

TWakeup in the data period, B immediately transmits the data

packet to A. If the packet is successfully decoded, A sends an

ACK to B after short interframe space (SIFS).

2) CT case: Conducting CT for range extension in an

asynchronous network is very challenging as the source, the

cooperators and the destination need to wake up at a common

rendezvous. The idea in the paper is for the source and the

cooperators to reach a CT agreement and complete the CT

during the active period of the two-hop parent, which they

have locked to as shown in last section.

The source node D: As shown in Fig. 3, when D decides to

hop over its one-hop parent using cooperative transmission, it

initializes CT by firstly sending a cooperative schedule frame

(CSF) destined to the two-hop parent. The CSF also specifies

the ID of the selected helper (such as E). Many measures can

be applied to select the best helper such as best link quality,

minimum distance, minimum load, etc, or a combination of

those metrics. Inspired by REACT [6], we use a simple helper

selection criterion by considering residual energy requirement

as discussed in the following subsection.

The helper node E: If E receives the CSF from Node D

which enlists itself as the potential helper, if it is available it

sends a CSF the same as the incoming CSF to D to indicate

its availability to help. Note that the CSF frames from D and

E are transmitted in two orthogonal time slots, and can not

be decoded separately by A which is the two-hop parent,

however, they can be decoded jointly at A using Maximum

Ratio Combining (MRC) [15]; A then replies a SF to D and

E in a two-hop manner, through the intermediate node C.

Also A schedules a wakeup time instance TWakeup in the

Data period according to Eq. (3), to receive the cooperative

data transmission from Nodes D and E. If D and E receive

the SF (A’s reply) forwarded by C, then they schedule the

same wakeup time, to proceed the data transmission in the

data period.
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As shown in Fig. 3, at time TWakeup Node D sends the data

packet in the first time slot, which is decoded and forwarded

by Node E in the next time slot. Node A, upon receiving

the two independent copies of packets, decodes the original

packet using MRC. Then it sends an ACK back to D in two

hops through C. Note that D should go to sleep after sending

its packet, to avoid overhearing the retransmission from the

cooperator, and wake up again right before the expected ACK

which is forwarded by C on behalf of A.

The intermediate node (one-hop parent C): As stated

above, the role of Node C is to forward the control packets sent

from Node A, such as SF and ACK. The SF is an acceptive

reply for the cooperative transmission request initiated by

Node D. The ACK is an acknowledgement of the correct

reception of the cooperative data transmission from Node D

and E. Both of the CSF frames from D and E can be overheard

by their one-hop parent C; if C decodes either of the CSF it

then anticipates to receive the SF replied from Node A. If SF

is received, C forwards it to D and E. Also C schedules a

wakeup time at TR = TWakeup + 2TPkt + SIFS to receive

a possible ACK from A which is destined to Node D. Note

that the goal of REACT is to hop-over the energy constrained

node (e.g. Node C), however, completely avoiding the usage

of Node C requires cooperative transmission at A’s side, which

adds extra energy cost with an increase in complexity of the

protocol. Therefore, we let Node C forward only two control

packets which are much shorter than the data packet, and allow

C to sleep otherwise.

C. Triggering CT in REACT

After waking up at the beacon time of the parent, a node

reads the residual energy of the parent from the beacon.

According to REACT, it first compares the residual energy

of the parent Ep with its own energy Et. If Ep < Et, the

node tries to initialize CT, by sending a Cooperation Request

(CSF) during the superframe (Sched2) of the two-hop parent,

after Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) and Backoff. The CSF

includes the ID of the selected cooperator and the ID of its

two-hop parent. The cooperator, whose residual energy should

be larger than the parent’s, is selected from its sibling nodes

and the siblings of its direct parent. Otherwise, if Ep > Et

the data packet will be delivered directly to its direct parent

during Sched1.

Note that because a node has to wait for Sched2 to initialize

CT, the CT decision might be changed during the waiting.

Similarly, a non-CT decision made at the moment when the

packet is generated may need to switch to CT when Sched2
arrives. So we provide a policy to handle this dynamic CT

decision adjustment during the network operation based on

energy information. The policy, summarized in Alg. 2, is

designed to gain the balance between the benefits of CT and

the avoidance of long latency.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

To show the effectiveness of the proposed protocol, we com-

pare SCT-MAC with DW-MAC using NS-2.29. We generate

Algorithm 2: Dynamic decision adjustment

1 input:
2 Sc = Current schedule ID
3 Dp = Previous decision on transmission method
4 output: Decision of CT or non-CT
5 begin
6 Dn ← CTdecsion( )
7 if Sc = 1 then
8 if Dp = non-CT & Dn = CT then
9 Wait for Sched2 to do CT;

10 Go to sleep if possible;
11 end
12 if Dp = CT & Dn = non-CT then Do non-CT now;
13 else if Sc = 2 then
14 if Dp = non-CT & Dn = CT then Do CT now;
15 if Dp = CT & Dn = non-CT then Do CT now ;
16 end
17 return
18 end

100 random network topologies where 50 nodes are distributed

in a 1000 m × 1000 m area. The sink node is located in

the center. The transmission range is 250 m and the carrier

sensing range is 550 m. Although different devices would

have different transmission range and carrier sensing range,

the similar ratio between them is observed by measurements

[16]. Same as DW-MAC, the Random Correlated-Event (RCE)

traffic is assumed to simulate the burst traffic triggered by

spatially-correlated events observed in detection and tracking

applications. The event location is randomly picked every 100

seconds, and each node within the circle centered at the event

location with radius R can sense the event and generates

a packet destined to the sink. The radius R ranging from

100m to 500m is used to reflect different traffic loads. The

initial energy is set to 50Joules. Other simulation parameters

are summarized in Table I, in which DIFS means distributed

interframe space. We use the default parameters in [2] for DW-

MAC. The routing for SCT-MAC and DW-MAC is based on

minimum distance.

Fig. 4 depicts the average number of packets successfully

delivered to the sink with 95% confidence intervals, when the

first node has depleted its energy. We observe that SCT-MAC

doubles the network lifetime of DW-MAC for a variety of

traffic loads.

Fig. 5 shows the average delivery ratio with 95% confidence

intervals. Although both protocols have similarly high delivery

ratio, SCT-MAC has a smoother curve with smaller confidence

intervals for all but the largest sensing range. Our results

show that the average latency of SCT-MAC is approximately

twice of that in DW-MAC, which is predictable because a

CT transaction has to be done in Sched2. The reward for

increasing the latency is the very good lifetime extension.

The residual energy profile for each node when the first

node has depleted its energy (with R = 250m) is presented

in Fig. 6. Higher node IDs indicate nodes that are farther

from the sink. We observe that neither protocol depletes the

energy around the sink, therefore they both avoid the energy

hole problem. We also observe that even though SCT-MAC
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Table I: Simulation Parameters

Bandwidth 20 Kbps Channel Enc. Ratio 2
Tx Power 31.2 mW Tx Range 250 m
Rx Power 22.2 mW CS Range 550 m
Idle Power 22.2 mW Superframe Length 3071 ms
Sleep Power 3 uW Cycle Length 24.58 s
State Transition Power 31.2 mW Size of ACK 10 B
DIFS 2 ms Size of SF/CSF 14 B
SIFS 0.6 ms Size of Data 100 B
Contention Window 16 ms Retry limit 5

renders a doubled network lifetime when the first node dies,

it still leaves a significant amount of energy trapped in the

network. The relatively higher energy remaining near the sink

suggests that the nodes surrounding the sink are somewhat

overprotected by SCT-MAC; in our future work, we will

address this.
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Figure 4: Network lifetime v.s. Event sensing range
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Figure 5: Delivery ratio v.s. Event sensing range
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Figure 6: Residual energy profile when the first node has

depleted its energy with event sensing range of 250 m

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a novel scheduling cooperative

transmission MAC protocol (SCT-MAC) for multi-hop wire-

less sensor network, which can extend the network lifetime

significantly. A distributed duty-cycle scheduling algorithm

is introduced to let nodes wake up on demand in the data

period. The duty cycle scheduling algorithm provides a wake-

up rendezvous for cooperators and their destination to reach

a CT agreement and reduces contention over adjacent flows.

The on-demand wake-up further reduces idle listening in the

data period. SCT-MAC, with CT range extension strategy and

staggered duty-cycling, alleviates the energy hole problem

and improves the network lifetime by approximately 100%
compared with DW-MAC.
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